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“Our team love solving 
difficult problems quickly, 
and making low-cost IP 
cameras perform like high-
performance high-cost 
systems certainly gave us that 
challenge. Our team proved 
IP cameras could track UAS 
targets despite high latency.”

NEW AI PERFORMANCE ON IP CAMERAS 
AND THE FIRST SKYAI DELIVERIES

The first SkyAI deliveries leave OpenWorks as further 
SkyWall Patrol production is completed for European 
Police customers. We’ve also completed testing of 
SkyWall Patrol in a configuration for other policing roles 
which we’re looking forward to sharing soon. 

Focus has remained on developing the SkyAI module 
to easily turn any camera into an autonomous sensor 
module. The system has already been proven on 
several 3rd party cameras, and we have further exciting 
announcements coming soon.

A NOTE FROM OUR MANAGING DIRECTOR, CHRIS DOWN

SKYWALL AUTO UPGRADES GIVE 
IMPROVED ACCURACY AND RANGE

 LATEST NEWS

SkyWall Auto has been developed over several years 
to provide a low collateral-damage defeat capability 
that is autonomous and remotely operated. The 
system has been proven at events like Black Dart and 
the JIDO Hard Kill challenge, and in several European 
Military evaluations. 

After completion of recent testing, a new firing 
configuration was identified which has the potential 
to increase range and accuracy, resulting in a higher 
capture rate on all types of UAS.

The new configuration has already undergone initial 
testing with very positive results observed. Further 
testing is ongoing to confirm the new performance 
gains.

SkyWall Auto will be participating in the NATO 
NNTEX event which has now been moved to 2022. 
It can can be operated as a standalone system but 
works best when integrated with a sensor such as 
radar or RF to provide an initial target location.

Visitors are always welcome at our test and 
demonstration site in the North-east of England to 
see the system in action.

The powerful detection, classification and tracking 
algorithms that enable SkyAI to make any camera 
system autonomous have now been optimised 
to run on embedded low-power and compact 
hardware.

The development was stimulated by a need to 
install a SkyAI system above the slip ring of an 
existing PTZ camera but will have applications 
across the defence and security marketplace.

SKYAI IS NOW AVAILABLE AS AN 
EMBEDDED CAPABILITY FOR VISION 
SYSTEMS.



  

 

As OpenWorks delivers the first SkyAI modules to European 
customers, details about its latest advances in artificial intelligence 
are released; with an all-new adaptive latency filter and a further 
development of its neural network training dataset, based on real 
UAS imagery in a range of environments. OpenWorks can now enable 
high-performance optical detection and tracking for a range of low-
cost IP cameras, with minimal or no installation testing.

The SkyAI module has recently undergone further testing on a range 
of PTZ hardware and the video released today shows new footage of 
targets being autonomously detected after an automatic slew-to-cue. 
False alarms, in this case birds, are shown being rejected instantly by 
the real-time classifier.

The camera being used in the new footage is the low-cost Axis 6215-
LE and is hands-free operation with no input by the system user. 
Further testing of new PTZ hardware is planned for later this year.

The new filtering techniques are embedded within the motion control 
elements of the SkyAI module and allow OpenWork’s industry leading 
autonomous detection, classification and tracking module, to offer 
high-performance C-UAS capabilities to a wide range of low-cost IP 
camera systems.

In order to offer such high-performance control of commercial 
systems, OpenWorks has developed a range of unique techniques and 
implementations of the latest academic research in computer vision. 

OpenWorks was challenged 
by ESG Elektroniksystem- 
und Logistik-GmbH, lead 
integrator of the GUARDION 
C-UAS system, to provide 
autonomous high-quality 
control of the Axis camera. 
In less than 2 weeks, the 
OpenWorks engineers 
have been able to turn 
the Axis Q6215-LE into an 
autonomous system that is 
easy to integrate and can 
provide many of the high-
cost military capabilities for a 
fraction of the price.

Daniela Hildenbrand, Team 
lead C-UAS at ESG, said: 
“We test the most promising 
systems available from 
around the world to see 
what they can really do and 
we’ve been searching for a 
system that will work on low-
cost commercial cameras. 
We’re really excited about 
SkyAI and to be working 
with OpenWorks on this 
challenge.”

A SkyTrack system was recently delivered to 
a customer in North America for operational 
deployment and integration with a range of 
sensors and effectors for C-UAS.

The SkyTrack system was optimised to 
autonomously classify and track class 1 UAS 
at a maximum range of 3km at day or night 
time. SkyAI is integrated in the turret and is 
configured to provide smooth tracking of small 
targets at long range and fast manoeuvring 
fixed wing targets at short range.

SKYTRACK SYSTEM DELIVERED

 

 READ MORE AT OPENWORKSENGINEERING.COM/NEWS

SKYAI PROVEN ON LOW-COST IP CAMERAS

 
SkyWall Systems will be on 
display at DSEI this year and 
we look forward to seeing the 
community face to face!

14TH - 17TH  
SEPTEMBER 2021 

Come and see our autonomous net 
capture and autonomous optical 
systems on display.

UPCOMING EVENT: 

NEW ADAPTIVE LATENCY FILTER AND DEEP 
LEARNING DATASET DEVELOPED.

  

More information will be coming soon but please contact the team if 
you cannot wait for further public announcements.

PREVIEW: SKYWALL PATROL UPGRADES COMING SOON

SKYWALL PATROL “TRIGGER HOLD” TESTED 
TO INCREASE RANGE AND REDUCE OPERATOR 
SKILL LEVEL REQUIRED 


